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27Al NMR chemical shielding, quadrupolar coupling, and dipolar coupling interactions for corundum (α-
Al 2O3) are determined from the single-crystal 27Al NMR spectra according to the rotation about three orthog-
onal axis. 27Al NMR parameters obtained in this work with high accuracy are as follows: δiso = 7.4(4) ppm,
QCC = 2.30(4) MHz, η = 0.08(3), and R = 2.0(3) kHz. This work appears to be the first NMR measurement of
an aluminum-aluminum dipolar coupling interaction in α-Al2O3 crystals.

Introduction

The critical feature of solid-state NMR spectroscopy is the
preservation of the anisotropic character of spin interactions
such as chemical shielding, dipolar coupling, and quadrupo-
lar interactions due to the relatively fixed orientations of the
molecules with respect to the applied magnetic field. In the
case of quadrupolar nuclei (I≥ 1), the solid-state NMR spec-
tra are dominated by the quadrupolar interaction. Therefore
it is difficult to detect the chemical shielding and dipolar
coupling interactions. Nevertheless, even in lighter quadru-
polar nuclei, chemical shielding and dipolar coupling inter-
actions cannot be neglected in the spectral interpretation.
Single-crystal NMR1-4 offers the most direct method with
high accuracy to determine the magnitude and relative orien-
tations of these NMR interactions.

α-Al2O3 crystals are widely utilized in microelectronics
and catalysis5 because of their hard, inert, and microporous
properties. According to the 27Al NMR studies of α-Al2O3,
the octahedral aluminum site is identified as a single peak
positioned in the range of 5 ppm to 20 ppm.6-9 Single-crystal
27Al NMR, SQUID, and NQR studies6,7,10,11 provide the qua-
drupolar coupling constant and the asymmetry parameter of
~2.4 MHz and ~0, respectively. The aluminum-aluminum
dipolar coupling interaction was not measured.

In this work, I attempt to obtain the 27Al NMR chemical
shielding, quadrupolar coupling, and dipolar coupling ten-
sors for corundum by using single-crystal 27Al NMR spec-
troscopy. For the aluminum site, the isotropic chemical shift
δiso, quadrupolar coupling constant QCC, and asymmetry
parameter η, and aluminum-aluminum dipolar coupling
constant R are determined.

Theory

The total Hamiltonian governing the NMR spectrum of a
quadrupolar nucleus is composed of the chemical shielding,
the quadrupolar coupling, and the dipolar coupling interac-
tions;

(1)

where the chemical shielding interaction12 is given by

(2)

and where ωo and I are the Larmor frequency and nucle
spin angular momentum operator, respectively. The che
cal shielding tensor σ is a second-rank tensor with nine ele
ments. In the principal axis system, the convention used
the relative assignment of the principal components of 
chemical shielding tensor is σ11 ≥ σ22 ≥ σ33. The isotropic
chemical shift and the chemical shielding symmetry are r
resented by σiso = 1/3(σ11+σ22+σ33) and ησ = (σ22−σ11)/(σiso−
σ11), respectively. The relation between σ- and δ-chemical
shift scale is δ ≈ −σ.

The quadrupolar coupling interaction12,13 is given by

(3)

where Q and V(= eq) are the nuclear quadrupole moment a
the electric field gradient. The electric field gradient in t
principal axis system can be described as a symmetric tr
less tensor with the convention |eq11| ≥ |eq22| ≥ |eq33|. The
magnitude of the electric field gradient tensor is given by 
quadrupole coupling constant, QCC = e2q11Q/ . The devia-
tion from axial symmetry is indicated by the asymmet
parameter, η = (eq22−eq33)/eq11 (0 ≤ η ≤ 1). The electric field
gradient tensor can be reduced to two parameters, eq11 and η;

(4)

The dipolar coupling interaction14 is given by

(5)

where I1 are I2 the spin angular momentum operators of t
nuclei 1 and 2. The dipolar coupling tensor D shows axia
symmetric and traceless properties. In the principal axis s
tem, D is described as

(6)

The anisotropy ∆D is given by
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(7)

where the dipolar coupling constant R = ( /2)ωD

(1−3cos2θ)15 and where the dipolar frequency ωD = γ1γ2h/r3.
Detecting the dipolar coupling interaction can be difficult
because of the weak interaction relative to the chemical
shielding and the quadrupolar interactions and the large line
widths.

Experimental Section

Solid-state 27Al NMR spectra for corundum α−Al2O3

crystal were acquired on a DSX400 solid-state NMR spec-
trometer operating at 104.3 MHz. A single-crystal goniome-
ter NMR probe made by Bruker was used. The mounted
crystal was rotated in 10o increments from 0 to 180o about
three orthogonal axes (i = X, Y, and Z).16,17 The 90o pulse
length was 1 µs, and the spectra were acquired as simple
Bloch decays. The relaxation delay was 20 s; spin-lattice
relaxation times (T1) for the central and inner-satellite transi-
tion peaks were measured to be 5.5 s and 0.013 s, respec-
tively. Each spectrum was obtained by averaging 4 free
induction decays, Fourier-transforming, and manual-phas-
ing. The 27Al NMR chemical shift values recorded on the δ-
scale are referenced through external Al(H2O)63+ solution at
0 ppm.

Results and Discussion

In Figure 1, the energy level diagram of a spin I = 5/2 sys-
tem (17O, 27Al, 55Mn, 67Zn, etc) shows six energy levels and

the resulting single-crystal NMR spectrum comprises fi
single quantum transitions. The central transition peak p
tion υ1/2 is affected by the chemical shielding and the neg
gible second-order quadrupolar interaction. Splittin
between symmetric satellite peaks ∆υ3/2 and ∆υ5/2 are
affected only by the first-order quadrupolar interaction. 
the dipolar coupling interaction were observable, the cen
and satellite transition peaks would show a split into the d
blets, according to the magnitude of the dipolar coupli
constant. Figure 2 shows the single-crystal 27Al NMR spec-
tra for corundum as a function of the orientation of the cr
tal in the external magnetic field. Rotations were perform
in 10o increments about an axis perpendicular to the m
netic field directed along the X, Y, and Z axis.

Figure 3 shows the rotation plots, illustrating the 27Al
NMR chemical shielding (a), quadrupolar splitting (b), an
dipolar splitting (c) for corundum as a function of the rot
tion angle ϕ. The positions of doublet peaks are determin
by averaging the splitting frequency. The experimental d
drawn for three axes i = X(����), Y(�), and Z(�) are fitted to
Eqn. (8) and nine coefficients Ai, Bi, and Ci are extracted by
using a Simplex search method.

(8)

The values of chemical shielding on the δ-scale in Figure
3(a) are obtained from the central transition peaks. T
chemical shielding tensor in the laboratory axis system 
be constructed by using Eqn. (9);16,17

  
  

   
   
   (9)

The quadrupolar splitting frequency in Figure 3(b) 
acquired from Eqn. (10) based on the equation υQ = 3e2q11Q/

2
3
--- D∆ 2

3
--- D11 D33–( ) R= =

3I I 1+( )

υ ϕi( ) Ai Bi 2ϕcos Ci 2ϕsin+ +=

δXX AY BY– AZ BZ+ +( ) 2⁄=
δYY AZ BZ– AX BX+ +( ) 2⁄=
δZZ AX BX– AY BY+ +( ) 2⁄=
δXY δYX CZ–= =
δXZ δZX CY–= =
δYZ δZY CX–= =

Figure 1. (a) The energy level diagram of a spin I = 5/2 system and
(b) the resulting single-crystal NMR spectrum.

Figure 2. The single-crystal 27Al NMR spectra of corundum as a
function of the orientation of the crystal in the external magne
field. Rotations were performed in 10o increments about an axis
perpendicular to the magnetic field directed along the X (a), Y (
and Z axis (c).
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8I(2I−1)  (3cos2θ−1+ηsin2θcos2φ), in which the maximum
splitting of ∆υ3/2 occurs when the magnetic field vector lie
along eq11 of  the electric field gradient tensor;

(10)

where ∆υ3/2 is the frequency difference between inner-sat
lite transition peaks. The dipolar splitting frequency in Fi
ure 3(c) is equal to half the splitting frequency of the cent
transition peak. Splitting into the doublets is not alwa
observable, so fewer experimental data points are show
Figure 3(c). Due to the symmetric and traceless propertie
the quadrupolar coupling and the dipolar coupling tenso
the tensor elements in Eqn. (9) can be modified as follow

  
  
  
   
   
   (11)

Employing the same procedure used for chemical shield
tensor, we constructed quadrupolar coupling and dipo
coupling tensors in the laboratory axis system by us
Eqns. (8) and (11).

The principal elements of chemical shielding, quadrupo
coupling, and dipolar coupling tensors obtained by diagon
ization with cosine directions are listed in Table 1. 27Al
NMR isotropic chemical shift δiso = 7.4(4) ppm is calculated
from the chemical shielding tensor. In addition, from th
quadrupolar coupling tensor, 27Al NMR quadrupolar cou-
pling constant QCC = 2.30(4) MHz and quadrupolar asy
metry parameter η = 0.08(3) are calculated. The values 
δiso, QCC, and η are in good agreement with previousl
reported values at Table 2.

To confirm whether the doublets resulted from the alum
num-aluminum dipolar coupling or two sites of aluminum 

h

e
2
q11Q ϕi( ) h⁄ 10

3
------ υυυυ3 2⁄∆=

TXX 2AX– AY BY– AZ BZ+ + +( ) 3⁄=
TYY 2AY– AZ BZ– AX BX+ + +( ) 3⁄=
TZZ 2AZ– AX BX– AY BY+ + +( ) 3⁄=
TXY TYX CZ–= =
TXZ TZX CY–= =
TYZ TZY CX–= =

Figure 3. The rotation plots for corundum α-Al 2O3 crystal
illustrating (a) the 27Al NMR chemical shielding, (b) quadrupolar
splitting, and (c) dipolar splitting as a function of the rotation angle
about three orthogonal axes. The experimental data are represented
as circles (�), diamonds (� ), and squares (� ) for three orthogonal
axes i = X, Y, and Z, respectively. The curves are calculated with
the best fitted parameters.

Table 1. Principal Components and Direction Cosines of the 27Al NMR Chemical Shielding, Quadrupolar Coupling, and Dipolar Coupli
Tensors for Corundum

Chemical Shielding (ppm) Quadrupolar Coupling (MHz) Dipolar Coupling (kHz)

δ11 δ22 δ33 e2q11Q/−h e2q22Q/−h e2q33Q/−h D11 D22 D33

-3.7(7) 0.8(4) 25.1(11) -2.29(8) 1.24(8) 1.04(1) 1.0(2) 1.0(2) -2.0(2)

 0.952 -0.265 -0.151 -0.136 -0.089   0.185 -0.891 -0.453  0.009
-0.219 -0.939   0.267   0.152 -0.986   0.969 -0.439   0.869  0.228
 0.213   0.221   0.952   0.979   0.141 -0.165   0.111 -0.199  0.974

Table 2. 27Al Chemical Shielding, Quadrupolar Coupling, and Dipolar Coupling Parameters for α-Al2O3

Sample Method δiso (ppm) QCC (MHz) η R (kHz) ref.

Corundum SC NMR   7.4(4) 2.30(4) 0.08(3) 2.0(3) this work

Sapphire SC NMR 18.8(3) 2.403(15) 0.009(13) − 6

Corundum NQR − 2.4031(2) 0.0 − 7

powder α-Al 2O3 MQMAS NMR 14(1) 2.38(5) − − 8
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corundum, the two rotation plots acquired at 4.7 Tesla and
9.4 Tesla were compared, and they show exactly the same
rotation patterns. This work appears to be the first NMR
measurement of the aluminum-aluminum dipolar coupling
interaction for α-Al2O3 crystals. Figure 4 was obtained by
expanding the region of the central transition peak to show
the dipolar splitting patterns. The relatively large deviation
between experimental data and calculated fit may be due to
the large Hz per point in the spectra. The dipolar coupling
constant R and the dipolar frequency ωD obtained from the
dipolar coupling tensor D are 2.0(3) kHz and 429 Hz,
respectively, which agrees well with 431 Hz calculated from
the separation distance for aluminum, 2.66 Å.18

Dipolar coupling tensor can be used to find the major ori-
entations of the chemical shielding and quadrupolar cou-
pling tensors with respect to the molecular coordinate
system by using the direction cosines listed in Table 1. The
relative orientations of δ33 and eq11 with respect to the alumi-
num-aluminum bond axis are 4.7o and 1.3o, respectively,
which means that the axes for three principal elements δ33,

eq11, and D33 are nearly parallel.
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Figure 4. The central transition peaks obtained from the single-
crystal 27Al NMR spectra of corundum. Rotations were performed
in 10o increments about an axis perpendicular to the magnetic field
directed along the X (a), Y (b), and Z axis (c).


